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• To improve health outcomes and healthcare systems by 

delivering optimal therapies to all EU patients

• Right patient selection

• Treatment optimization (sequence, combination, …)

• Optimal use of limited health care resources

• To reinforce academic health research and innovation 

• in collaboration with pharma/biotechs

• BUT ALSO independently of any market interests

• Harmonisation of systems and guidance, at the supra 

national level within EU is key 

• national disparities slow down Big Data research within EU 

compared to unified regions such as USA
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Priorities



To identify patients eligible for trials 

Registry based Randomized Trials

e.g. SWEDEHEART

INFINITY trial

Federated real-time registry at EU level could leverage the 
potential to run such trials at broader scale
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Opportunities

Drug development phase

:

Lund et al.Curr Heart Fail Rep (2017) 14:59–70



Foster new research and 
innovation AI & machine 
learning

• Optimize patient selection

• Continuous real-world 
evaluation and updating 
of AI models
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Opportunities

Drug development phase

Access to DARWIN data 
+

federated learning



The full benefit to population through patient-centric care 
will be achieved  ONLY IF 

DARWIN includes or is federated with data of patients 
treated with non IND interventions in trials or in clinical practice
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Opportunities

After market access 

Pre-clinical
research

Efficacy and 
therapeutic

benefit

Regulatory
approval

Market
access

Optimisation

Multidisciplinary
Research

Ex: Combination
Sequence
Duration

Benchmarking
Specific populations



• If made accessible to academia a federated DARWIN DB offers 
opportunities for researchers to make new discoveries and fill the 
gap where randomized evidence to guide treatment is lacking.
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Opportunities

Secondary use of data

Global ”Big data fit for purpose” quality standards

EU-wide secure system that enables patient tracking and linkage of 
datasets, whilst being GDPR compliant and respectful of patients 
rights and preferences
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Risks

Increased costs to hospitals
• Cost of adoption and usage of high quality EHR systems
• Cost of integration and maintenance into federated 

learning systems requires investments to comply with data 
structure, annotation and report protocol

• Risk of representation in the RWE accredited datasets of 
only those (high volume) treatment clinics who can afford 
such systems
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Risks

Another layer of administration & costs? 

National variations in implementation of guidance on data qualification, 
data standards, meta-data and datasharing



Risk of further deterring 
the randomized evidence

By leveraging the use of 
RWD to support 
accelerated access, PRIME 
and conditional 
authorisations 

• Absence of RCT

• Long term effects not 
observable in RCTs due 
to early release of 
results
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Risks



Academia’s 
experience 

in federated 
learning 

Area for collaboration/engagement 
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Area for collaboration/engagement 

Working with cancer registries and with data linkage



• Building on experience gained through Academic-

Industry IMI partnerships

• Defining data standards and ontologies

• Testing incorporation of EHR datasets

• Identifying the real world questions to inform clinical practice
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Area for collaboration/engagement 



• Universities/academic research centers Methodology 
• Artificial intelligence for health data analytics, bioinformatics/genomic 

and clinical research expertise, pharmacology 
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Area for collaboration/engagement 
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